Bike Ride Across Tennessee, BRAT 2016
By Terry Pierce
Getting an early start on a long 9 1/2 hour ride to Cumberland Mountain State Park in
Tennessee, I headed over to Eric Royer's a little after 5 AM. Eric and I have done a number of
great bike rides together and I was looking forward to the beautiful Cumberland Mountain
Range for this week of riding the Bike Ride Across Tennessee (BRAT).
I had just finished a day of unpacking, yard work, and laundry, repackaging and clean up after
getting back from a mission trip to West Virginia. There I helped three different households
recover from massive flooding by pulling off the sheet rock, floors and subfloors. It was
amazing how much work we were able
to get done as well as how much work
is yet to get completed. These folks in
the flood stricken area of West Virginia
may be two years in recovery. The

shores of the Gauley river looked like it had
raised almost 40 feet, but even those that
were out of the flood level from a river’s rising became flooded as mountain sides turned into
streams, when they had 6 1/2 inches in under an hour. Some of these old houses in West
Virginia were particularly tough to strip to the studs and treat for mold, since some rooms had
three walls and 5 floors laid on top of each other. Even some rotted joists would give way,
which made for some precarious work around all of the hazards and nails. But the North
Carolina Baptist Men had great organization and were well prepared for the work at hand
(NASCAR style mobile supply shop and job site photos above).

The drive took us through the
Smokies via South Carolina, but on
our way through the Green Swamp,
we were confronted with a very large
Black Bear crossing the road. We
arrived at Cumberland Mountain
State Park, near Crossville Tennessee,
early enough to get our tent set up
before registration opened (Eric
Royer setting up tent on right). A
buffet dinner with delicious ribs and
barbecue chicken was at their nicely
designed sandstone dining hall and
restaurant with a riders meeting
shortly afterwards. After dark one of
the rangers gave a talk and slideshow on the Cumberland Trail and area that we would be
biking through. Having to park our car for the week nearly a mile from our campsite, we were
caught in a hard rain before being able to get back to the tent.
Sunday morning was a 5 AM wake up following a night of rain, where we had the unpleasant
task of packing a wet tent. The day started with a great breakfast at the park restaurant
followed by a 911 memorial service. They had an honor guard, mascot, fireman, policemen

servicemen and even a former Olympian present. The day dried quickly and turned out to be a
beautiful day to acclimate to all of the uphill climbing that area offers cyclists.

Eric and I started the day together (Photos of
Eric above and below with me on right in front of a low riding rocket of a 3-wheel racer that can
roll 44mph). After several climbs I joined up with a similarly paced group of riders. My
flatlander riding enabled me to help pull the

group on anything that
wasn't uphill. We made
good time and before
long we were riding into
Standing Stone State
Park (Photo at right with
Lee, Janelle, Bob and
Scott). After a trip to the
rubber ducky shower
truck and a good meal I
soon retired to a good
book and an early bed.

(Camping in Standing Stone State Park)
Monday was our most challenging day of the week with well more than 5000 feet of climbing
up the Cumberland Ridge. The ride along the table top of the Cumberland Plateau offered
great views in all directions. When the legs got tired, it was great to be riding with others
(Larger paceline
group left) to
divert my
attention from
tired legs. By
early afternoon
we hit a 2.5 mile
climb at around
8% and two short
14% climbs that
put me to the
verge of
cramping. The
route took us
across the scenic
Tennessee River
and up on the
bluffs for plenty of great overlooks (sees photos of Tennessee River and overlooks below).

Before long we were rolling into Pickett State Park. This remote State Park is one of only a
handful of locations nationally known for dark skies friendly to astronomers.

Showers on Monday were quite pitiful, with an insufficient trickle to wash off all the soap, I
ended up having to squeegee clean. After a fabulous meal we had music by Leonard and Gary
Anderson, two pickers from the Cumberland Mountains that were both great at storytelling as
well as fine guitar and banjo work. After the music we headed to an open field where
University of Tennessee scientists had set up their large telescopes, allowing us to view the
rings of Saturn, Andromeda Galaxy, and several giant Nebulas. It was enlightening to hear
discussions of recent gravitational waves
discoveries and bring context to the 13.7 billion
year old expanding universe.
Tuesday's ride was once again under beautiful
blue skies and decent temperatures. With plenty
of climbing (Riding onto Cumberland Plateau on
right), once again, it was made a little easier with
many of the rolling hills allowing momentum to
carry much of the next rise (Eric into something
larger than rollers below). The road carried us
back to Cumberland Mountain State Park, and my
riding companions from the previous three days

made it a little easier. After a chicken
Parmesan dinner, the entertainment was
from Ed Brown's Cumberland Band . The
park rangers needed some extra help getting
their PA adjusted so I jumped in and got it
right. The music was a great tribute to the
location we were camping in but the song
that struck me the deepest was a well
execute version of an old Civil War tune
called Tenting on the Old Campground. It
sure brought with it, reflections of how tough
it must have been back then.

Wednesday was a rest day for some of the riders, but
for the rest of us it was a day to enjoy the beauty of
the Sequatchie Valley. Songs had been written about
this pretty valley that reminds me of the
Shenandoah. The thousand foot drop into the valley
was on a major highway, so I was able to let it roll to
over 46 mph. The climb out of the valley was not a
steep pitch but the four days of riding had my tongue
hanging out by the time I crested the top. We arrived
back where we started, in the loop back to
Cumberland Mountain State Park (Bridge in photo is
largest CCC non-steel structure ever built).

After a beautiful week of weather, in the most picturesque bicycle friendly country one might
find, it was time to say goodbye. I exchanged emails with my riding companions and packed our
camp gear into Eric's CRV, for a long ride home. The late hour prompted us to alter routes to
the usually jammed up Charlotte route. All perceived savings were lost when we hit a two lane
closure on a three lane I85. Prior traffic on I85 was quiet low, but it’s a shame us selfish
Americans have yet to figure an efficient way to merge lanes.
With the hospitality of the state park rangers, the well catered food, the quiet country roads
and great scenery, this puts the Bicycle Ride Across Tennessee as one of my
favorites. Although this year's attendance was down, I believe it was associated with the
challenge in elevation gain that many of the routes required. But the views and quiet roads
were well worth the effort.
(Below are photos from the peaceful Sequatchie Valley)
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